
 

If you're serious about taking your DJ skills to the next level, then you need the right equipment. And while you can get by with a basic two-channel mixer and an array of DJ CDs for scratching, sooner or later you'll want to upgrade to more professional gear. The Numark Mixtrack Pro offers up a fully hardware solution for DJs who want more control over their musicmaking. It's a classically
designed two-channel DJ mixer that functions as an all-in-one piece of equipment - everything from the built in soundcard and effects controls, right down to inputs/outputs is built into a compact device. The Mixtrack Pro makes sure that DJ skills are honed to perfection. It's equipped with everything you need to stay up on the latest trends in the world of club music - pads, slider controls, crossfader-
switch, cue points and record. It's even conceptually designed to let you scratch your tracks using two of the most popular scratching styles - continuous and chop mode. You can select whichever mode you prefer at any time for optimal scratching performance. It's built with high-impact steel casing, delivering just the right amount of weight. The flip-out feature of the mixer is especially useful for
DJs who want to scratch using two hands - you can easily adjust it just by tilting, so you can quickly reach your new positions inside your song. 

  Some of Sykosis' more popular songs include "Hyper Moto", "Time Bomb", "Voltage Girl" and "Keep It Going".

Other Prominent Mixtronic Artists: 

"Mixtronic" has been featured in various articles on Wikipedia, most notably for example at :- 

"... mixtronic is one of the most interesting new music genre out there, combining the best of electronic music with some mainstream beats and techno on top." - Sticky Magazine (South Africa) "...Mixtronic is definitely here to stay..." - Soweto ZA (South Africa)

"...at first glance it might seem like any other club night; on the surface, that is. But once you're past that, you realise that there's a whole lot going on in this venue... the music is eclectic, the atmosphere is relaxed and the crowd are well beyond just dancing in their own little orbit. They're really making an effort to groove together, and when they do, it's an experience." - Fabulous Magazine (South
Africa) "...Its name is derived from the latest craze in nightclubs all over the world -- which is to combine old school hip-hop with new school club beats. "Mixtronic" (a combination of the words mixer and electronic dance music) is made up of mostly hip hop songs that are sometimes fast paced, sometimes slow paced. The DJs performing at this venue take this music to another level by blending it
with various forms of electronica music.
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